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NEW QUESTION: 1
After a liver biopsy, the best position for the client is:
A. Supine
B. Prone
C. High Fowler
D. Right lateral
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
(A) This position does not help to prevent bleeding. (B) This
position does not help to prevent bleeding. (C) This position
does not help to prevent bleeding. (D) The right lateral
position would allow pressure on the liver to prevent bleeding.

NEW QUESTION: 2

A DevOps Engineer must automate a weekly process of identifying
unnecessary permissions on a per-user basis, across all users
in an AWS account. This process should evaluate the permissions
currently granted to each user by examining the user's attached
IAM access policies compared to the permissions the user has
actually used in the past 90 days. Any differences in the
comparison would indicate that the user has more permissions
than are required. A report of the deltas should be sent to the
Information Security team for further review and IAM user
access policy revisions, as required. Which solution is fully
automated and will produce the MOST detailed deltas report?
A. Create an Amazon ES cluster and note its endpoint URL, which
will be provided as an environment variable into a Lambda
function. Configure an Amazon S3 event on a AWS CloudTrail
trail destination S3 bucket and ensure that the event is
configured to send to a Lambda function. Create the Lambda
function to consume the events, parse the input from JSON, and
transform it to an Amazon ES document format. POST the
documents to the Amazon ES cluster's endpoint by way of the
passed-in environment variable. Make sure that the proper
indexing exists in Amazon ES and use Apache Lucene queries to
parse the permissions on a user-by-user basis. Export the
deltas into a report and have Amazon ES send the reports to the
Information Security team using Amazon SES every week.
B. Configure VPC Flow Logs on all subnets across all VPCs in
all regions to capture user traffic across the entire account.
Ensure that all logs are being sent to a centralized Amazon S3
bucket, so all flow logs can be consolidated and aggregated.
Create an AWS Lambda function that is triggered once a week by
an Amazon CloudWatch Events schedule. Ensure that the Lambda
function parses the flow log files for the following
information: IAM user ID, subnet ID, VPC ID, Allow/Reject
status per API call, and service name. Then have the function
determine the deltas on a user-by-user basis. Configure the
Lambda function to send the consolidated report using Amazon
SES.
C. Create an AWS Lambda function that calls the IAM Access
Advisor API to pull service permissions granted on a
user-by-user basis for all users in the AWS account. Ensure
that Access Advisor is configured with a tracking period of 90
days. Invoke the Lambda function using an Amazon CloudWatch
Events rule on a weekly schedule. For each record, by user, by
service, if the Access Advisor Last Accesses field indicates a
day count instead of "Not accesses in the tracking period,"
this indicates a delta compared to what is in the user's
currently attached access polices. After Lambda has iterated
through all users in the AWS account, configure it to generate
a report and send the report using Amazon SES.
D. Configure an AWS CloudTrail trail that spans all AWS Regions
and all read/write events, and point this trail to an Amazon S3
bucket. Create Amazon Athena table and specify the S3 bucket
ARN in the CREATE TABLE query. Create an AWS Lambda function
that accesses the Athena table using the SDK, which performs a

SELECT, ensuring that the WHERE clause includes userIdentity,
eventName, and eventTime. Compare the results against the
user's currently attached IAM access policies to determine any
deltas. Configure an Amazon CloudWatch Events schedule to
automate this process to run once a week. Configure Amazon SES
to send a consolidated report to the Information Security team.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
SCENARIO
Please use the following to answer the next question:
Javier is a member of the fitness club EVERFIT. This company
has branches in many EU member states, but for the purposes of
the GDPR maintains its primary establishment in France. Javier
lives in Newry, Northern Ireland (part of the U.K.), and
commutes across the border to work in Dundalk, Ireland. Two
years ago while on a business trip, Javier was photographed
while working out at a branch of EVERFIT in Frankfurt, Germany.
At the time, Javier gave his consent to being included in the
photograph, since he was told that it would be used for
promotional purposes only. Since then, the photograph has been
used in the club's U.K. brochures, and it features in the
landing page of its U.K. website. However, the fitness club has
recently fallen into disrepute due to widespread mistreatment
of members at various branches of the club in several EU member
states. As a result, Javier no longer feels comfortable with
his photograph being publicly associated with the fitness club.
After numerous failed attempts to book an appointment with the
manager of the local branch to discuss this matter, Javier
sends a letter to EVETFIT requesting that his image be removed
from the website and all promotional materials. Months pass and
Javier, having received no acknowledgment of his request,
becomes very anxious about this matter. After repeatedly
failing to contact EVETFIT through alternate channels, he
decides to take action against the company.
Javier contacts the U.K. Information Commissioner's Office
('ICO' - the U.K.'s supervisory authority) to lodge a complaint
about this matter. The ICO, pursuant to Article 56 (3) of the
GDPR, informs the CNIL (i.e. the supervisory authority of
EVERFIT's main establishment) about this matter. Despite the
fact that EVERFIT has an establishment in the U.K., the CNIL
decides to handle the case in accordance with Article 60 of the
GDPR. The CNIL liaises with the ICO, as relevant under the
cooperation procedure. In light of issues amongst the
supervisory authorities to reach a decision, the European Data
Protection Board becomes involved and, pursuant to the
consistency mechanism, issues a binding decision.
Additionally, Javier sues EVERFIT for the damages caused as a
result of its failure to honor his request to have his
photograph removed from the brochure and website.
Assuming that multiple EVETFIT branches across several EU

countries are acting as separate data controllers, and that
each of those branches were responsible for mishandling
Javier's request, how may Javier proceed in order to seek
compensation?
A. He will have to sue the EVETFIT's head office in France,
where EVETFIT has its main establishment.
B. He will have to sue each EVETFIT branch so that each branch
provides proportionate compensation commensurate with its
contribution to the damage or distress suffered by Javier.
C. He will be able to sue any one of the relevant EVETFIT
branches, as each one may be held liable for the entire damage.
D. He will be able to apply to the European Data Protection
Board in order to determine which particular EVETFIT branch is
liable for damages, based on the decision that was made by the
board.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit. Which three options are possible causes
for the conference calls to fail? (Choose three.)
A. Region relationship is null between conference bridge and
phones
B. Media termination point is missing from MRGL
C. Conference bridge capabilities count is 0
D. Region relationship is set to G729 between conference bridge
and phones
E. Conference bridge only supports G711
F. Transcoder is missing from MRGL
Answer: A,E,F
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